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Seeing that Charlie didn’t buy into his begging for mercy, George hurriedly said again: “MR.
Wade, my son made a mistake. As a father, I will definitely find a way to make up for it. I will
try my best to solve the problem. Please don’t do this. Get angry!”
Charlie nodded and said: “Since you have this attitude, then I won’t talk nonsense with you.
Your son dare to cheat me, and he will cheat me 3 billion euros at one time, plus a
Concorde airliner. I, Charlie, grew up so old, and I have never encountered someone so cruel
before. How do you plan to solve this matter?”
George suddenly had a cold sweat on his face.
He didn’t expect that his own son could be so bold.
Three billion euros, a Concorde airliner… This is not gambling, it’s cannibalism!
Before he could think about how to give Charlie a satisfactory answer, Charlie shook the two
billion euro IOU in his hand and said lightly: “There is also this IOU written by your son, who
owes me twenty. Million euros, how do you plan to settle this debt?”

George wiped his sweat immediately. For such a large amount, and the other party was the
wade family, he immediately realized that if this matter is not resolved, his son is likely to sit
and wear it!
Moreover, tomorrow is the day of his wedding to Olivia, and if William enters, there will be
nothing.
Therefore, now everything is focused on the overall situation, so George gritted his teeth
and said: “MR. Wade…this 2 billion euro debt, I…I paid it back for my son! I also ask you to
raise your hand! “

George is already bleeding heavily this time!
Two billion euros, 20% of his family’s total assets, were given to Charlie at one time, and the
losses had been extremely heavy.

But now in this situation, George can’t help but hesitate.
After hesitating a little, this matter may be irreversible.
Charlie didn’t look content at all at this time, but said with disdain: “Even if you pay me 2
billion euros, it will only solve the debt. How can he solve my problems? ?”
“You have to know that this IOU was written by your son in black and white, and it also has
his handprint. Even if you go to the court, you will also return the money to me, and I
believe that it is from Northern Europe. The court can definitely help me get justice.”
After speaking, Charlie deliberately looked at Olivia, and then said loudly: “And I don’t know
now, whether there are any associates of William among you guys! I will hand this matter to
the Nordic justice The agency, I believe they will be able to find out!”
Seeing that Charlie wanted to stab things out, George’s nervous whole person’s blood
pressure rose, and his brain was dizzy.
Not only him, even Olivia is about to collapse!
She thought to herself very nervously: “This time, Charlie, although it was William’s idea, I
knew it from the beginning, and I also discussed with William that even the venue for the
crime was provided by me. Yes, even I have already made it clear to William that the ratio of
one person to a half of the spoils is divided, so at the legal level, I am definitely his
accomplice…”
“If Charlie really exposes this matter and transfers this matter to the judicial system, then the
judicial system must first interrogate William!”
“And William, a stupid idiot who doesn’t want to use it, will surely confess me soon…”
“If people know that the future queen of Northern Europe will make a huge sum of money
from others, then I definitely won’t have the chance to inherit the rule…”
Olivia, whose heart was about to jump to her throat, hurried to his father Richard’s side, and
whispered in his ear, “Dad…this thing can’t get out of this room anyway. Because this matter
was planned by William and I together, once he is caught, he will definitely confess me, then
I will be completely over…”

When Richard heard this, his eyes suddenly went dark and he almost fell to the ground.
He finally got over, gritted his teeth and stared at Olivia, and asked in a low voice: “What the
hell is your brain made of? A person who is about to inherit the Datong and become the
queen, would actually participate in this kind of exuberance. Gambling, you…you are going
to piss me off!”

